
Regis24 HIVE 
Regis24 HIVE is an exclusive data pool that brings together identity-related and 
payment information held by different partners into one dedicated setting and 
that protects from any attacks, both internal and external.

This means that any identity data fed into our systems is stored by Regis24 
acting as a trusted custodian. No participating party can access the raw data 
of any other participant. Any query is instead placed in the aggregate data pool 
over our modern GraphQL API.

This is a unique solution in Germany that represents nothing else than the futu-
re of AI-supported assessment of new customers, delivery address validation, 
and protection from payment defaults, identity thefts and online fraud.

� a solution unique to Germany

� minimising risk and fraud with the aid of a self-contained data 
pool fed with data from leading companies

� data sovereignty and supremacy always remains with the respec-
tive participant companies 

� peerlessly high and detailed matching rates due to the breadth 
and depth of the data pool

� different data points for an identity are automatically collated 
and contextualised

� new customers are in this way more effectively tested and syste-
matically rated

� no minimum purchase or minimum contract period

� guaranteed to comply with DSGVO provisions

� established	and	certified	since	2003

THE REGIS24 HIVE PLATFORM, AT A GLANCE:



You can also get a personal consultation on other 
products with the Regis24 experts:

030 44350 240           sales@regis24.de

HOW THE DATA POOL PLATFORM HIVE 
OPERATES, IN DETAIL:

A variety of well-known companies bring their data into HIVE, 
where it combines with the entries from the Regis24 database 
(around 400 million at the last count). This generates a self-con-
tained, extremely well protected data pool that is inaccessible to 
third parties. In this way, HIVE encompasses, among other data 
points, residential address data, payment information (for exam-
ple, relating to reliability in making payments as well as payment 
sums) and delivery addresses.

HIVE participants can place identity queries with the data pool. At 
no time is the established plain data shared with the HIVE parti-
cipants, so the data’s sovereignty and autonomy always remains 
with the respective company.

Through the combination of the sheer amount of functioning data 
from the HIVE partners with the patented and AI-guided Ident-
Connect technology from Regis24, the results matching for all 
businesses taking part is more reliable, precisely when it comes 
to uncovering evidence of online fraud or minimising the risk of 
payment defaults.

The innovative Regis24 technology has the capacity, with the aid 
of AI, to pinpoint, compare and immediately place into a usa-
ble context, practically in real time, diverse identity-related data 
points from a variety of sources. This also includes data concer-
ning payment behaviour, plausibility, delivery addresses and mo-
vement information.

LET YOUR BUSINESS BECOME PART OF THE HIVE

Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with us to see if it 
would suit your company to be a part of HIVE, and also 
what advantages this could give you in concrete scenarios.
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